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L-HARMONIC FUNCTIONS
AND THE EXPONENTIAL SQUARE CLASS

CAROLINE SWEEZY

It is proved for a restricted class of second order linear differential
operators L if Lu = 0 in R++1 , u\Rd = f then if the Lusin area
integral of w, Su € L°°, / is in the exponential square class. This
extends the work of Chang, Wilson and WolflF who proved the same
result for harmonic u [3].

1. Introduction. Let

^ d ( d
r

be a second order differential operator in divergence form whose coeffi-
cients ay are bounded and measurable functions on R++1, a\j = aμ.
L is strictly elliptic, i.e., 3λ > 0 such that

1 d+l

{\ξ\2< ΣξiClijξjKλW2.
ί.7=l

Then if u is a function where Lu = 0 in R^+ 1, u\Rd = / , u is said
to be the L-harmonic extension of / . (Note: In what follows the
summation convention will be used. Sums are i,j=l929...,d+l
unless otherwise indicated.)

As in the case L = Δ = the Laplacian there is a measure associated
with L, called L-harmonic measure, written dω.

There has been a considerable body of work in the last 30 years
on the extension of results for harmonic functions to L-harmonic
functions. The purpose of this paper is to extend a recent result of
Chang, Wilson, Wolff, to the L-harmonic case.

Let u be a harmonic (or L-harmonic) function; let

ra(x) = {(y,t)eRd

++l\\x-y\<at}

be the cone in R^+1 over x eRd of aperture a

u*(x)= sup \u(y9t)\
(yj)eΓa(x)
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be the non-tangential maximal function of /

Saf(x)= ( ί \Vu{y,t)\2tι-ddydt\

be the Lusin area integral of / .
In 1971 Burkholder and Gundy proved for harmonic u and 0 <

p < oo
| | « 1 P ~ \\Su\\p. [1]

If p = oo, the correspondence is false so the question arose if
Su E L°° was there some class that / was in? Recently Chang, Wilson
and Wolff proved the following result. Let fQ = ̂  fQ f(y) dy. Then

THEOREM 3.2 [3]. Suppose Sγf e L°°. Then

I/-/el— ί
\Q\JQ

S U P T7ST / e x p
(λcube

C\
\\Syf\

<C2

where C\ > 0 and cι < oo depend on d and γ.

The purpose of the present paper is to prove the following extension
of their result:

THEOREM 1. If L is as above with ad+λ^d+\ = 1 and ad+{j = 0
for j' Φ d + 1 and surface measure is absolutely continuous with In-
harmonic measure and if Sγu e L°° where u\Rd = f, f e L2(Rd),
Lu = 0 and \\u(y, O I I L 2 ^ )

 < c a s t ~* °°> ^en there are constants
c\ and C2 not depending on Q or f so that

\Q\JQ P \\sγf\\l 2

for all cubes Q.

Note. If the function / in Theorem 1 is smooth then the condition
that surface measure be absolutely continuous with L-harmonic mea-
sure is unnecessary since the identity in Lemma 1 will automatically
hold with respect to surface measure. However it does not seem trivial
to prove that one can find functions in Schwartz class with uniformly
bounded area integrals which converge to any L2 function whose area
integral is bounded.

The proof of Theorem 1 follows the same general outline as the
Chang, Wilson, Wolff proof, but differs from it in detail and method—
necessarily since the kernel for general L is not translation invariant
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and several techniques which can be used with the Poisson kernel are
not applicable here. The idea is to get a decomposition for f(x) in
terms of integrals involving du/dyi over a cone in R + + 1 , split each
of these into two parts, one close to the boundary A{x) - AQ and
one farther away Ω(x) - ΩQ . For technical convenience we replace
/Q by / Q , Q = 9Q. Then by Jensen's inequality \f — fg\ £ expL2

implies \f - /Q\ G expL2 . Also by the proof of Lemma 2 Λg = 0 so
/Q = ΩQ . Then the following adaptation of Lemma 3.3 from Chang,
Wilson, Wolff can be used on A(x).

LEMMA 3.3' [3]. If A(x) has the decomposition

AW=
/(6)</(β)

where the XΛ satisfy

(a) XQ is supported on 2>Q,

(b) JλQ = O,

a < I,

then

c χ pCi|Λ(x)p
\Q\JQ

Ω(x) - ΩQ is shown to be in exponential square class separately
(Lemma 3).

The proof of Lemma 3.3' is identical for L-harmonic u as the
proof of Lemma 3.3 in [3] for harmonic u.

Sketch of proof of Lemma 3.3'. Property (a) allows one to write
ΣλQ as a finite sum of sums of the form ΣQ> λQ> where each of
these sums is such that the supports of λQ> are disjoint for cubes of
the same length. Then it suffices to show each ]£Q' XQ> is exponentially
square integrable, and writing ΣQ> λQ> as a dyadic martingale, prop-
erties (b) and (c) imply the dyadic square function of the martingale is
bounded by Sf. The fundamental theorem of sequential analysis can
be applied to show that any dyadic martingale whose dyadic square
function is in L°° is exponentially square integrable [3].

To be able to use Lemma 3.3' one needs to get the identity for f(x)
in terms of integrals of du/dyi over the upper half plane (Lemma 1),
then to divide each integral into two parts A(x) and Ω(x) and show
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Lemma 3.3' can be applied to A(x) (Lemma 2) and that Ω(x) e
expL2 (Lemma 3).

So the proof of Theorem 1 depends on the following three lemmas:
since / - fg = (/ + c) - (f + C)Q in what follows it suffices to take
/ 0

LEMMA 1. For f and u as in Theorem 1 and K(y) a smooth
function of compact support in Rd, Kt{y) = t~dK{yjt) then a.e. with
respect to L-harmonic measure dω,

i:uT9K'%;y)'^
1 uyj jφd+\

where

and the integrals on the right exist as L2 functions (see proof of Lemma

1).

Note. Surface measure being absolutely continuous with L-har-
monic measure means the identity in Lemma 1 holds a.e. dx.

For future reference the integrals in (1.1) will be labeled:

I- / £ a" Άf= /

/ dudKt

dt dt
Γ

III

tdydt

= / p- H;! dydt.

Now write each integral I, II, III as JR + JR"+^R where R is the

"rectangle" in R^+1 with base 3Q in Rd of height p(Q). Take K

supported in |x| < | . Subdivide R into smaller "rectangles" TιA

where Qι

n

n are the dyadic cubes in 2>Q of side length 2~nl(Q) and

4 = ώ x [4rΛQ)*y' hm^[ (see Figure 1}
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FIGURE 1

Let Ij be the integrand in I, II, III for / = I, II, III respectively.
Then

LEMMA 2. For / = I, II, III,

L λ
Q

n=0 in Qn Q dyadic subdivisions of Q

where the λg 's have the following properties:

(a) support λ^C3Q
(b) fRΛQ = 0

n \Vu(y, t)\2tι~d dydt for 0 < a < 1.

And finally to deal with fRd+\,R :

LEMMA 3. There are constants b\ and bι depending only on γ, L
and d so that if Ω(JC) = J^KRIJ then for J = I, II, III

1(21 Joexp dx
iQ \\sf\\lo

Then Lemmas 2 and 3 imply the theorem.

Proof of Lemma 3. It suffices to show for any cube β , fixed, with
x9 Xo^Q> 3c not depending on Q or Ω(JC) such that

\Ω{x)^Q(x0)\<c\\Sf\\oo.

Then, since e x p | Ω ( x ) - Ω β | 2 < exp2[|Ω(jc)-Ω(xo)|2-
and \Ω(XQ) - ΩQ\ < c||5/||oo > Lemma 3 is true.

Q

In the notation for 7/ as defined above, let

Gj(y) =

t + 1,

[y/K(y)

i n l ? j

in II, j Φ d + 1

in III, jφd+\
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(see (1.3) in the proof of Lemma 2 for why (d/dyj)(yjK(y)) ap-
pears in II). Then Gj(y) is smooth since K is smooth and ||<?/||oo,
||VG/||oo<oo.

Also let Cr/,/00 = rdGj(y/t)
Then

Ωj(x) = / Gj Λx — y)alj(y, t)—\ ' dydt
JΈ?>\R J dyi

where

a in II and III.

So for / = I, II, III

\ΩJ(X)-ΩJ(XO)\

< cj \Gjj(x-y) - Gjj(xo-y)\

ΐ'\R

du(y,t)
dydt

dyj

\Vu(y,ή\dydt

d

+

+ι\Rn{(y,t):\y-x0\<ct}

X-XQ

t

< C\X - XQ\
jRd+

\Vu(y,t)\dydt

1/2

poo

Jc\(Q)

d

+

+ι\RΠ{(y,t):\y-xQ\<ct}

1/2

\Vu(y,t)\ztι-adydt

since |JC — JCO| < l(Q) for x, XQ G Q. The last constant c depends
only on K, d, ||fly||oo and γ.

Proof of Lemma 2. Wlog AQ = 0. To prove: each of λJ

Q, J =
I, II, III has properties (a), (b) and (c):

Property (a): K has compact support in R^ => support in y vari-
able of Kt(x-y) lies inside a cone of aperature | (since supp K(y) C
(|y| ^ 4})? s o support in x variable for Gjj(x-y) lies inside 3Qn

if (y, t) G TQn. Thus support (in x variable) for λJ

Q C 3Q for
J = I, II, III (see Figures 2 and 3).

Property (b): J = / , then

5wί du

Jτn dyi
a a
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suppλ-(x-y)

β

FIGURE 2

supp Kt(y-x0)

So

f Q 1*JT0 By,

FIGURE 3

β(yt)

m f
Jτΰ

by Fubini, and for j φ d + 1

j-yj)

since K is of compact support.

:dKt(x-y)
at

tdydt.
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rddK[x-y/t]
dt

7=1

where w7 = ( c, —yj)/t and ///(v) = VjK(υ). Then i/, is of compact
support so

= ί
dVj

° dx=lτί ^(-rJ) L ^Hi

again using Fubini.
/ = III :

H{ (x-y)dydt

and

HjJx.„>. r**.lψ
since K is radial => Hjj(x-y) is an odd function in the x variable
for j ; and / fixed. The proof of (c) is a straightforward computation
of the Lipschitz norm.

Proof of Lemma 1. Wlog /Q = 0. On a domain Ω whose boundary
is given by a C°° function if

where aijiS are smooth, then the following form of Green's theorem
holds:

(..4, f (Lu)v - ί uLv = ί υ£L-ί u%L
Jίϊ JΩ JdΩ 9na Jdςι dna
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FIGURE 4

when u and υ are C2 functions on Ω. Here

d Γ / d id
^iTΓΓ- 1 -*

where n is the normal vector to <9Ω. d/dna is the co-normal deriva-
tive associated to L.

So taking

dyt

where α//)S are smooth approximations to the coefficients a,j of L
in Theorem 1 and ur = u * hr smooth approximations to the solution
w,then (t-ε) and Kt{x-y) being smooth in Rf+ 1, Green's formula
(2.7) gives that

(1.5) [L(urKt)](t - ε) - 1 urKtL{t - ε)

where Ωε is taken to be a smooth approximation to the rectangle
in R^+1 of height \, centered at (JC , ε + ^ ) , which is wide enough
(width ~ \) so the cone Γ(x) intersects the flat part of the boundary
of Ωε (see Figure 4).

Using integration by parts, the fact that the boundary terms in the
yj variables j φ d + 1 (horizontal variables) vanish since Kt(x - y)
has compact support in y for x and t fixed (see Figure 5), and

Jςι oyj
jjφd+ι

where HJtt{x -y) =
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supp Kt(x-y)
x fixed

FIGURE 5

One obtains

(1.7) _ f duraijd[Kt(t-ε)] | f dur_aij

, f dur „/ . .

Ja W '
rdjt-ε)

JdΩ_

Letting α/7)5 —> fly and ur -+ u (1.7) holds with a,ijiS replaced by α / ;

and ur replaced by u. Now let ε —> 0. The 2nd and 3rd integrals in
the left in (1.7) converge in the sense of L2(Q) since by the argument
in the proof of Lemma 2,

-aikG{(x-y)
RΠ{t>ε}

can be written as a dyadic martingale whose dyadic square function is
bounded independent of e. This implies these integrals converge as
ε —• 0 in the sense of L2(Q). The upper part, fRd+uR , was shown in

the proof of Lemma 3 to be bounded by c||S/||oo .
Now wherever limε_+o exists it equals limfi _*o f°Γ a nY subsequence

{βfr} . To handle the 1st term on the left in (1.7) we need

SUBLEMMA. (i) For a.a. ε,

Ldy" dyj ~Jdn
du
dna

Kt(t-ε)
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width ~ η

FIGURE 6

(ii) 3εk -»• 0 such that

limim /
r+oJa

du

dna

Kt{t-εk) = 0.

Proof, (i) Multiply Kt(x-y)(t-ε) by a smooth bump function φη

of compact support in Ωε such that φη= I on the region interior to
Ωe of distance η away from dΩε, φη = 0 on (intΩe)

c and

dφ.

dt

dφ
= 0 on supp Kt Π supp

at

(the shaded region in Figure 6).
Then by definition of Lu = 0 on R + + 1 , for any smooth Ψ of

compact support in Rf+ 1,

So taking Ψ = φηKt{t - ε), then

f du jjd[Kt(t — ε)] f du IITyr , \dφn

= / ^ — d J τ\ ψn + / - ^ — a u K t { t - ε ) — —
JΩ dyt dyj ι Jn dyi v dyi

Then

(1.8) α
u

d[Kt(t-e)]M
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Now take the limit as η —• 0 . Since

dφTι

dt
<c and

on supp Kt the integral on the right approaches the boundary integral
a.e. (this means for a.a. ε). One can see this since

du
W>\\Kt{t-e)\

dφΆ

dt
dy dt < oo

as a function of t the inner integral

du
W>\\Kt{t-ε)\

dt
dy € L/0C(R)

so by the Lebesgue Differentiation Theorem

dulim - / ε ί

exists a.e. tε, and equals

L du

\a'J\\Kt(t-ε)\dydt

\a^\ \Kt(t-ε)\dy.

For a.a. ε

(1.9) ί —a}
Jςi dy{

,d[Kt(t-ε)]
JdΩ

du_

dyi

\a'd\\Kt(t-ε)

is obtained by putting the above into (1.8) and taking lim^o since
<Pη - > X a e •

Proof of '(ii). On the upper part of dΩε t = ε+\ and for each region
W,

there exists a set of values for t fa ~ 1/ε̂  + ̂ /c) of non-zero measure
such that

1 \Kt(t - εk)\ < f2/2Bk f du

dna

\Kt(t-εk)\

<c\[ |Vu|:
1/2 1/2
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where the third inequality is by an inequality due to Di Giorgi, Nash,
and Moser which states for any ball B of radius /, B* concentric
with B of radius (l+ξ)t, then

( [ 4 u η ) -

And because \W\ ~ [l/εk]
d+ι and (y, t) e W => t ~ l/εk .

Then

Jw*

1/2

<C —sup / \u{y,t)\2dy
εjc j _ < t lJRd

1/2

sup f du

dna

\Kt(t-εk)\

where c depends only on L, d, # and the constant in (A). So since
dβcεk' -> 0 as εk -• 0, the boundary integral on {ί = ^} -• 0 as

ί*-*oo.
One can easily pick a sequence of Ωε̂  such that (i) holds on the

boundary and (ii) holds as εk —• 0 by the above estimate on the upper
boundary. On the lower boundary t = εk so the factor / - εk = 0
which means the integral over the lower boundary disappears. D

So (1.7) becomes

(1.10) hm / ^— a lJ

= lim - / uKt

ε

As can be easily seen

l i m - / u(y,

du

= fix).

H (x-y)

dΠa

Finally writing the first integral in (1.10) as the sum of two inte-
grals (to distinguish dKt/dyj , j Φ d + 1 , from dKt/dt) and writing
l im ε _ 0 / Ω as /Rrf+i (1.10) becomes (1.1). D
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